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VANISHING OF H2W(M, K(H)) FOR CERTAIN

FINITE VON NEUMANN ALGEBRAS

FLORIN RÀDULESCU

Abstragt. We prove the vanishing of the second Hochschild cohomology group

HW(M, K(H)), whenever M C B(H) is a finite countably decomposable von

Neumann algebra not containing a non T-factor or a factor without Cartan

subalgebra as a direct summand. Here H is a Hubert space, and K(H) the

compact operators.

1. Introduction

The cohomology of operator algebras introduced by B. E. Johnson, R. V.

Kadison, and J. R. Ringrose in a series of three papers is a useful tool for

obtaining new invariants for operator algebras or to prove stability results by

the vanishing of their cohomology groups (see [14]).

If X is a von Neumann algebra and a Banach bimodule over M, and if

« is a positive integer, then the nth cohomology group of M is denoted by

H"(M, X). If X is also a normal dual bimodule, then H"W(M, X) is the «th

weakly continuous cohomology group and it is proved in [14] that H"(M, X)

is isomorphic to H^(M, X) and vanishes whenever M is approximately finite

dimensional. Actually, the results of Alain Connes show that the vanishing of

Hx (M, X) for every normal dual Banach bimodule over M is equivalent to

the injectivity of M (see [2]).

If M c B(H) (the space of all linear bounded operators on a Hubert space

H ), then B(H) itself is a normal dual Banach bimodule over M ; the most

interesting examples of dual normal bimodules are B(H) and M.

By the work of E. Christensen (see [3]) it is known that Hx (M, B(H)) = 0 in

most cases (see also [5] for results concerning the higher cohomology groups). It

was very well known that Hc (M, M) for nonnegative M vanishes foxk=\,

but for k = 2 nothing was known (excepting an example of B. E. Johnson

[9]) until recently. It was proved by E. Christensen and A. Sinclair [6] that it

vanishes if M has property Y.

When X is no longer a normal dual bimodule, the proof of vanishing of

H"(M, X) can be difficult even for injective M (see [9]).
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An interesting example of nondual bimodule over M ç B(H) is K(H) (the

compact linear operators on H ). Computation of the cohomology groups with

coefficients into K(H) may be interesting for its connections with the Brown-

Douglas-Fillmore theory of extensions of C*-algebras.

Johnson and Parrott proved in the early 70's [10] that HX(M, K(H)) van-

ishes whenever M is abelian. They deduced that the same holds true if M does

not contain type IIX factors without Cartan subalgebras as direct summands.

Sorin Popa proved the striking results that HX(M, K(H)) = 0 for arbitrary

type II, factors M, so that this group vanishes for any von Neumann algebra

M [12] (see also [13] for a related result).

Note also that in the case of the first cohomology no mention of topology is

necessary since the cochains are this time derivations and, by [14], any deriva-

tion from M into B(H) is automatically ultraweakly continuous.

In particular, HW(M, K(H)) is isomorphic to HX(M, K(H)) and hence

also null.

In this paper we are concerned with the vanishing of the second cohomology

group H2w(M, K(H)) for finite von Neumann algebras of countable type not

containing certain type II, factors as direct summands. (The subscript w

means that we consider only cochains which are ultraweakly continuous with

respect to the restriction of the a(B(H), £(//) J-topology on K(H).)

Our main result (Theorem 13) is H2W(M, K(H)) vanishes whenever M ç

B(H) is a finite von Neumann algebra of countable type not containing type

II, factors without Cartan subalgebras, or type II, factors without property T

as direct summands.

(In fact, instead of property T we use a more general property whose defi-

nition is given at the end of §2.) This partially answers a question raised by S.

Popa.

As a technical tool we prove (Proposition 3) that any ultraweakly continu-

ous linear map defined on finite von Neumann algebras of countable type with

values into K(H) is also continuous from the unit ball of M with the strong

operator topology into K(H) with the norm topology on K(H) (and an ana-

loguous result for bilinear mappings). This fact was known only for derivations

by [12], but the arguments there, combined with the fact (Corollary 2) that any

linear map £ : /°° .-» K(H) which is a(r, lx) - a(K(H), B(H)) continuous

is also continuous with respect to the norm topology on K(H), yield this more

general result. As a by-product, which is also used in the proof of Theorem 13,

we show that if M ç B(H) has a Cartan subalgebra A, then M has certain

properties which are very close to the vanishing of HW(M, K(H)). In fact for

every cochain n (i.e., n is a separately ultraweakly continuous bilinear map

from M x M into K(H) with An = 0 ) we prove that there exists an ultra-

weakly continuous linear map £ such that A£ = n (where A is the Hochschild

coboundary operator) and such that £(w) belongs to K(H) for every u in the

normalizer NM(A) of A . From this we easily infer vanishing of HW(M, K(H))

in the case of diffuse center.
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If we could prove that ( (the composition of Ç with the canonical surjection

onto the Calkin algebra Q(H) = B(H)/K(H)) is continuous from the unit ball

of M with the strong operator topology into Q(H) with the norm topology,

then it would follow that H2(M, K(H)) = 0. We are able to prove only a

weaker continuity property for C but which is fortunately sufficient when com-

bined with the arguments from [ 12, Proof of Proposition] to prove the vanishing

of the cohomology group when M is a type II, factor with property T.

Note also that t\ is obtained by perturbing with a suitable element in Q(H)

the linear map that is obtained from n by the averaging techniques of [14].

Finally the analysis of the discrete abelian case (which is also based on the

continuity result) gives a procedure for reduction in the case of discrete center.

In fact we prove (Corollary 8) that HW(M, K(H)) = 0 whenever M is finite

of countable type and there are nonzero projections pn in Z(M) with sum 1

and such that HW(M , K(pnH)) = 0 (with a certain control of the norm) for

every n .

2. Definitions

Let M ç B(H) be a von Neumann algebra, P(M) the set of projections

in M, U(M) the unitary group of M, Z(M) the center of M, and Mt

the predual of M. By nH: B(H) h-» Q(H) = B(H)/K(H) we denote the

usual projection of B(H) into the Calkin algebra. \î A ç M is a von Neu-

mann subalgebra, then the normalizer of A in M is the multiplicative group

NM(A) = {u e U(M)\u Au = A} and the groupoid normalizer is the set

GNM(A) = {ue\ueNM(A), eeP(A)}.

If S ç M is a subset of M, then S" is the von Neumann subalgebra of

M generated by S. For a normal form (p on M and x in M we denote

\\x\\m = (P(x* x) .A von Neumann subalgebra B of M is diffuse if it has no

minimal projections and discrete if it is generated by its minimal projections.

Recall that a maximal abelian diffuse subalgebra A of M is a Cartan subalgebra

if (NM(A))" = M.

Moreover M is of countable type if each orthogonal family of nonzero pro-

jections in M is at most countable.

Let X = B(H) or K(H) with the canonical structure of Banach bimodules

over M, and let « be a positive integer. Let C^ (M, X) be the space of fl-

anear maps from M into X which are separately a(M, MJ-(j(B(H), B(H)J

continuous. (When X = K(H) we take the restriction of the a(B(H), B(H) J-

topology on X.) By an obvious application of the Banach-Steinhaus principle

we obtain that any element n in C^(M, X) is also globally norm-bounded so

that the quantity

\\t]\\ = sup{\\n(xx, ... ,xn)\\ \Xj e M,  ||x;.||<l,  i'=l,2,...,«}

is finite.
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Let A: C^(M, X) >-, C^+ (M, X) be the usual Hochschild coboundary op-

erator defined by

(An)(xx,...,xn+X)

n

= xxn(x2,..., xn+x) + £(-l)¿«(x,, ... , xkxk+x,..., xn+x)
k=\

+ (-l)"+1lj(*i> ••• >Xn)Xn+\

for n in C^(M, X) and xx, ... , xn+x in M.

Recall that the corresponding space of cochains is

Znw(M,X) = {t1eCnw(M,X)\An = Q}

and for n > 1 the space of coboundaries is B"W(M, X) = {A¿;|¿; is an ele-

ment in C^~X(M, X)} . The Hochschild cohomology groups H^(M, X) axe

then defined as the vector space quotient Z^(M, X)/B^(M, X). Note that

C^(M, X) is simply identified with X, and ZXW(M, X) is the space of deriva-

tions from M into X (i.e., the space of linear mappings à: M -, X that

satisfy ô(xy) = xô(y) + ô(x)y for x, y in M ; by [14] any derivation from M

into B(H) is automatically o(M, Mt) - a(B(H), H(H)J continuous). Also,

the vanishing of H^(M, X) means that any derivation S of M into X is

inner, i.e., there is T in X such that S(x) = AdT(x) = [T, x] = Tx - xT

for x in M.

The vanishing of H (M, X) means that for every bilinear map n which

is separately a(M, A/J - a(B(H), B(H)J continuous and An = 0 there is

a a(M, MJ - a(B(H), B(H)t) continuous linear map t¡: M >-, X such that

n measures the obstruction of t\ to be a derivation, i.e., n(x, y) = xc¡(y) -

Ç(xy) + ¿¡(x)y for all x, y in M.

Let e be a nonzero projection in M, Me the reduced von Neumann alge-

bra, and pe: Me -> Q(eH) = B(eH)/K(eH) the composition of the canon-

ical inclusion of Me into B(eH) with the canonical map into the Calkin

algebra Q(eH). A linear mapping c¡: Me >-, Q(eH) is a pe derivation if

Z(xy) = Pe(x)$(y) + i(x)pe(y) for all x, y in Me.

For any C*-algebras A, B and for a completely bounded linear map ¿¡ : A >-,

B we denote ||{||cb = sup{||{||B|« € N}, where Çn : A ® Mn(C) .-> 5 <8> Mn(C) is

the canonical extension of £.

Our main technical definition is the following.

Definition. A type II, factor M ç B(H) with faithful normalized trace t will

be said to have property S with respect to H if there is a strictly positive

number C such that for any nonzero projection e in M with x(e) e Q and

for any /^ derivation c¡: Me i-> Q(eH) we have

llíllcb<C||É||.
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Note that by the work of Christensen [4], factors with property Y always

have property S (independent on the Hubert space H ) and that in this case

C= 119.

3. Proof of the continuity result

Recall that /' is the Banach space of absolutely summable scalar sequences

{(a«)«6nIIKaJIIi = T.\K\ < oc, Â„ e C}, and that its dual is canonically
identified with the Banach space /°° of all bounded scalar sequences with the

uniform norm. Moreover by a well-known result of Schur (see [7]), every weakly

convergent sequence in /' is also norm convergent. Using a vector-valued ver-

sion of this result we prove that any continuous linear mapping from /°° with

the weak* topology into the space of compact operators K(H) on an arbitrary

Hubert space H with the a(K(H), 5(//)J-topology is also continuous with

respect to the uniform norm on K(H).

Finally, using this and the arguments from the Appendix of [12] we prove that

weakly continuous linear mappings from a finite von Neumann algebra M of

countable type into K(H) automatically have the special continuity properties

we mentioned in the Introduction.

Lemma 1. Let {Xn}n& be Banach spaces, and let ^çl* be linear subspaces

such that \\x\\ = sup{|ç?(x)| |ç> e 9'n, ||ç?|| < 1} for every x in Xn and every

n e N. Suppose further that Fn: l°° i-> Xn are linear and weak*-a(Xn,^n)

continuous and that \\Fn(a)\\ -, 0 for every a in l°° . Then \\Fn\\ >-, 0.

Proof. Suppose on the contrary that there exist {«„}„eN in l°° and c>0 such

that \\Fn(an)\\>2c, K||<1.
By the property of «^ it follows that there exists <pn in <pn such that

(1) \<Pn(Fn(an))\>c,        \\<pn\\<l.

Then y/n = <pn o Fn axe weak* continuous functionals on l°° and hence may be

identified with an element in /' for each n in N. Moreover for every a in

/°° we have

Wn(a)\<\\Fn(a)\\~0

so that {y/„}n is weakly convergent to zero, viewed as a sequence in / . But

then by the Schur lemma, \\y/n\\x >-, 0 which obviously contradicts (1).

The next corollary is the basic ingredient for the continuity result, but will

also be useful in the proof of the discrete abelian case.

Corollary 2. Let

Ç-.r ~K(H)

be a linear mapping which is weak*-a(K(H), B(H)t) continuous. Then for any

sequence {pn}„ Q B(H) of projections increasing to 1, we have

sup{\\Z(a)(l-pn)\\\aer,  ||a||<l}->0.
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In particular, ¿¡ is also continuous from l°° with respect to the weak* topology

into K(H) with the norm topology.

Proof. We apply the preceding lemma with Xn = B(H)(l - pn) and ^ =

{f\x \y> e o(B(H), B(H)J}. Lemma 1.9 from [15] shows that !7n has the

required properties.

Moreover it is clear that Fn: l°° >-, Xn defined by Fn(a) - £,(a)(\ -pn) for

any a in l°° is v/eak*-a(Xn , &~n) continuous and H-F^aJU = li^(a)(l-p„)|| *-► 0

since i;(a) is compact. But then \\Fn\\ >-, 0 and this is exactly the first part of the

statement. To prove the second let {a¡}/6/ be any net in /°° weak* convergent

to 0, and let e > 0 be arbitrary. Let M — sup{||a;|| \ i e 1} . By what we have

just proved there exist two finite-dimensional projections p, q in B(H) such

that \\c;(a) - p¿¡(a)q\\ < e/2 whenever a is any element in /°° of norm smaller

than M. Since the linear mapping defined on /°° by a •-> p£(a)q has finite

dimensional range and hence is weak*-norm continuous it follows that there

exists ie such that | !/><!? (tf^tfH < e/2 for i > i£. The rest of the argument is

standard.

We come now to the continuity result previously announced.

Proposition3. Let M be a finite von Neumann algebra with finite faithful normal

trace x, and n: MxM h-> K(H) a bilinear map which isseparately a(M, AÍJ-

a(K(H), B(H)t) continuous. Then for every e > 0 there is a ô such that

\\n(x, y)\\ < e whenever x, y e M, \\x\\, \\y\\ < 1, ||x||T, ||v||r < e.

In particular, any a(M, MJ - a(K(H), B(H)J continuous linear map ¿¡:

M i-, K(H) is also continuous from the unit ball of M with the strong operator

topology into K(H) with the norm topology.

Proof. It is sufficient to show that \\n(xn , yn)\\ >-, 0 whenever {xn} , {yn} axe

sequences in the unit ball of M with \\xn\\r >-, 0, ll^l^ >-» 0. By the argu-

ments in [12, Appendix] we may reduce ourselves to the case when each of the

sequences {xn} , {yn} consists of orthogonal projections. Let A = {xn}", B =

{yn}" so that A, B axe isomorphic as von Neumann algebras (and hence as

Banach spaces) with /°° . Let Fn: A >-, K(H) be defined by Fn(a) — n(a, yn),

a e A. By the preceding corollary we have that ||.F„(a)|| —► 0 and therefore

Ili^H -, 0 by Lemma 1. Consequently \\n(xn , yn)\\ i-> 0 and this completes the

proof.

As a corollary we obtain that whenever M is a finite von Neumann algebra

and {pn} is a partition of the unity in the center of M, then we may reduce the

analysis of the vanishing of H2W(M, K(H)) for certain cochains to the analysis

of each term H*(Mp¡¡, K(pnH)).

Corollary 4. Let M be a finite von Neumann algebra of countable type,

and {pn} an orthogonal sequence of nonzero projections in Z(M) and n in

Z^(M, K(H)) such that r¡(x, y) — 0 whenever x or y belong to the von Neu-

mann algebra Z = {p„}" ■ For each n, the restriction of n to M    defines an
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element rjn in ZW(M  , K(pnH)). Moreover if there is a number C > 0 and

in in Cxw(MPn, K(pnH)) such that Af„ = r¡n, ||<y < C\\nn\\ for every n in N,

then there is t; in CXW(M, K(H)) such that A£, = n, ||£|| < C\\n\\.

Proof. Since n(x, y) — 0 whenever x ox y belong to Z and At] = 0 it follows

that /?„n(x, y) = rj(pnx,y) = M(x,/y) = m(x, y)p„ for every x,y in A/\

n e N. This shows that r\n is well defined as an element in Z^(M , K(pnH)).

For x in M we let ¿¡(x) be the Hubert space direct sum (after n ) of the

compact operators Z„(p„x). Clearly ¡¡£|| < C||w||, t\ e CXW(M, B(H)), and

AC = n .. To end the proof we have only to prove that £ takes its values into the

compact operators. To do this it is sufficient to prove that lim^^ ||¿;n(x/?M)|| =

0 for every x in M. Since \\¿¡n\\ < C\\r¡n\\, it is also sufficient to prove that

WHO.
Let t be a normal finite faithful trace on M. For every e > 0 let ô be

given by the preceding proposition. Let «0 e N such that x(pn) < e whenever

n > n0. Then for n > n0 and for every xn, yn in M with ||x||, ||yj < 1,

we have ||xJT, ||y„||T < e. Hence ||M(x„,y„)|| < e and therefore ||Mn|| < e

whenever n> n0. This ends the proof.

4. The technical results

If M ç B(H) is a finite von Neumann algebra of countable type, A ç M is

an injective von Neumann subalgebra, and r\ is an element in ZW(M, K(H)),

then the averaging technique from [ 14] combined with the results from [8] allows

us to find a £ in CW(M, B(H)) such that (A£ - n)(x, y) — 0 whenever x or

y are in A .

If A is discrete and abelian, then the statements in the preceding section

will show that we may further assume that ¿j takes its values into K(H). This

will complete the reduction procedure begun in Corollary 4 and will show in

particular that H2W(A, K(H)) = 0 (for discrete abelian A ).

When A is abelian and diffuse we shall show that we may still assume that

¿;(x) e K(H) for x in A1 n M or for x in NM(A). Again this will im-

ply that Hw(A, K(H)) = 0 and, using the fact that there is no nonzero com-

pact operator which commutes with a diffuse abelian algebra, it will follow that

(A£ - n)(x, y) = 0 if x or y belong to the von Neumann subalgebra of M

generated by NM(A).

Lemma 5. Let M be a finite von Neumann algebra and A ç M an injective

von Neumann subalgebra. Let m be a mean on /°°(c/(^)) such that

/      V(xu , u)dm(u) - V(u*, ux) dm(u),
JU{A) JU{A)

for any x in A and for any separately weakly continuous bilinear form V on A
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[8]. Let r\ be any element in ZW(M, K(H)). Then for x in M the formulas

(3) £0(x)= /      un(u,x)dm(u),
JU(A)

(4) Ç.(x) = (-n(xu*, u) + C0(xu*)u +xu*ÇJu))dm(u)
JU(A)

define elements in CW(M, B(H)), and (n - A¿;,)(x, y) = 0 whenever x or y

arein A and ||£,|| < 3||w||.

Proof. Since n e Z2w(M, B(H)) we have

u*n(u, x) = n(l, x)-n(u*, ux)+ n(u*, u)x,        ueU(A), xeM.

To show that ¿;0 defines an element in CXW(M, B(H)) it is therefore sufficient

to prove that the mapping x >-> ¡U{A] n(u*, ux) dm(u) defines an element in

Cl(M, B(H))—this is essentially done in [8, proof of Lemma 2.1].

Let nx = n - A¿¡0 and

£' = / -rjx(xu*, u)dm(u).

Similarly,  ¿¡' e CW(M, B(H)).   The computations made in [14] show that

(n - A(ÇQ + c¡'))(x, y) = 0 whenever x or y is in A . But

Ç'(x) = — I n(xu*, u) dm(u) + / A¿¡0(xu*, u) dm(u)

= — I t](xu*, u)dm(u) +     c¡0(xu*)udm(u)

+ / xu*Ç0(u)dm(u)-c;0(x),

whence £0 + ¿'= í, and hence £, e CXW(M, B(H)), (n- A<^,)(x, y) = 0 for x

or y in ¿1. The last inequality in the statement is obvious since ||i0|| < \\n\\.

If M ç ß(//) is finite dimensional, then M itself is injective and the mean

invariant coincides with Haar measure on the compact group U(M). Hence

if n e Z2W(M, K(H)), then the integrals in the definition of i¡0 (which co-

incides this time with £, ) are norm-convergent and therefore ¿;0 belongs to

CXW(M, K(H)). Consequently, we obtain

Corollary 6. Let M ç B(H) be a finite-dimensional von Neumann algebra.

Thenforany n in Z2W(M, K(H)) thereis £ in CXW(M, K(H)) suchthat Ac; = n

and m<\\t]\\.

We come now to the analysis of the discrete case.

As we said before an obvious corollary of the next proposition will be that

H2W(A, K(H)) = 0 for discrete abelian A of countable type.
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Proposition 7. Let M ç B(H) be a finite von Neumann algebra of countable

type and A ç M a discrete abelian von Neumann subalgebra. For any n in

Z2(M, K(H)) there exists £, in CXJM, K(H)) such that (n - Ac;x)(x, y) = 0

whenever x or y is in A and ||¿;,|| < 3||t/|| .

Proof. Fix n in Z2W(M, K(H)). Let {0> £, be defined by (3), (4) and £' as

in the proof of Lemma 5. We prove first that ¿;0 belongs to CXW(M, K(H)).

Suppose on the contrary that ¿;0(x) is noncompact for some x in M. Then

there exist a sequence of finite dimensional projections pn e B(H) with pn *

1, and a number c > 0 such that ||cj;0(x)(l - pn)\\ > c for every n in N.

Since ¿;0(x) is a weak limit of convex combinations of elements from the set

{u*t](u, x)\u e U(A)} , it follows by the weak inferior semicontinuity of the

uniform norm on B(H) that there exists un in U(A) such that

\\n(un,x)(l -pn)\\ = \\u*nn(un,x)(l-pn)\\ >c,    for every «eN.

Since x is fixed this contradicts Corollary 2. Hence ¿¡0 takes values into

K(H) and consequently ni = n - Ac;0 e Z2(Af, K(H)). Moreover (by [14]),

r\x(a, y) = 0 for a in A and y in M and hence for any x in Af and u in

U(A):

0 = (At/,)(x, u , u) = xt]*(u , u) - nx(xu*, u) + t]x(x, 1) - rjx(x, u)u,

whence

t]x(xu*, u) — nx(x, 1) - t]x(x, u*)u.

From the proof of Lemma 5 we know that <^, = £0 + ¿f , where

¿í'(x) = - /      n(xu , u)dm(u) =-nx(x, \)+ I      nx(x, u*)udm(u)
JU{A) JU(A)

for x in M. Since rç,(x, 1) e K(H) for x in M, we prove similarly as for

¿:0 that £ takes values into AT(//). This ends the proof.

By the previous proposition and using Corollary 4, we obviously obtain the

argument for the reduction process in the case of discrete center:

Corollary 8. Let M ç B(H) be a finite von Neumann algebra of countable

type, and {pn} ç Z(M) a sequence of orthogonal nonzero projections with

Y^,pn — 1 ■   If there is a positive C such that for every n and for every r\n

in Z2w(MPn,K(pnH))  there exists ^  in  Cxw(Mp¡¡, K(pnH))  with A£„ = %

and H^ll < C||r/n||, then for every n in ZW(M, K(H)) there exists £ in

CXW(M,K(H)) with A¿¡ = n, ||£|| < (4C + 3)||r/||. (In particular, under this

hypothesis H2W(M, K(H)) = 0.)

Proof. Let Z = {pn}" and let n be any element in Zw(M, K(H)). By Propo-

sition 7 we may find £, in CXW(M, K(H)) with \\t]x\\ < 3\\n\\ and r¡'(x, y) =

(n - A¿;,)(x, y) = 0 whenever x or y are in Z . Note that ||r/'|| < 4\\t]\\. The

hypotheses of Corollary 4 are thus fulfilled for n' and therefore there is t¡2 in
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CXW(M, K(H)) such that n' = Ac;2 , ||{2|| < C\\n'\\ < 4C\\n\\. Hence n - AÇX =

Ac;2, ̂  = A(¿;,+¿;2),and ¿;,+c:2eZ2(M,*(//)), ||^ +Ç2\\ < (4C+ 3)\\r¡\\.

We turn now to the case when the injective von Neumann subalgebra A of

M is diffuse. We first make a remark which shows that in the case of Cartan

diffuse subalgebras the £,  defined by Lemma 5 has in fact the property that

A¿¡, = t] on M.

Remark 9. Let M ç B(H) be an arbitrary von Neumann subalgebra, B ç

M a diffuse (i.e., without minimal projections) von Neumann subalgebra. If r\

belongs to Z2W(M, K(H)) and f is in CXJM, B(H)) suchthat (n-Ac:)(x, y) =

0 whenever x or y is in B and Ç(u) is compact for u in NM(B), then

(n - A¿;)(x, y) = 0 also when x and y belong to the von Neumann subalgebra

of M generated by NM(B).

Proof. Denote by N the von Neumann subalgebra of M generated by NM(B)

and nx — n - At,. Since nx (x, y) = 0 for x or y in C and Anx = 0 we have

bnx(x, y) = nx(bx, y),    t]x(xb, y) = nx(x, by),    nx(x, yb) = nx(x ,y)b

for all x, y in M and b in B.

Therefore for any u,v in NM(B) and b in B we obtain

bu*rjx(u, v)v* = u(ubu)r\x(u, v)v* = ut]x((ubu*)u, v)v*

- u*nx(ub, v)v* - u*nx(u, bv)v* = u*t]x(u, v(v*bv))v*

= u*rjx(u, v)(v*bv)v* = u*r¡x(u, v)v*b.

Hence u*n{(u, v)v* belongs to the commutant of B in B(H) and by hypoth-

esis it is a compact operator.

Since B is diffuse, it follows that u*nx(u,v)v* — 0 and consequently

r¡x(u,v) = 0 for every u,v in NM(B). By the separately weak continuity

of t]x it follows that nx(x, y) = 0 if x or y are in N. But nx = n- AÇ and

this completes the proof.

We are now able to prove our main technical result.

Proposition 10. Let M ç B(H) be a finite von Neumann algebra of countable

type, and AC M a diffuse abelian subalgebra. Then for any r\ in ZW(M, K(H))

there is a ¿¡ in C^(M, B(H)) such that (n - A£)(x, y) = 0 whenever x or

y are in A, or where x and y belong to the von Neumann subalgebra of M

generated by NM(A). Moreover \\Ç\\ < I0\\n\\ and ¿;(x) belongs to K(H) if x

is any element in Â n M or in NM(A).

Finally if ¿i is the composition of Ç with the canonical surjection from B(H)

onto B(H)/K(H) and x is any normal finite faithful trace on M, then for any

e > 0 there is a ô > 0 such that ||¿;(e\x/)|| < e whenever x e M, e, f e P(A),

a/!rf||e||t,||/HT<<J, ||x||<l.

Proof. The proof of the proposition is divided into six steps. For any fixed

t] in Z2W(M, K(H)) we let £0, {,  be defined by (3) and (4). We prove first
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that £0, ¿;, have similar continuity properties (to those required for | ) and we

construct an element T in Q(H) such that if T in B(H) is any lift of f,

then ¿i = ¿;, + Ad r has the stated properties.

Step I. For any e > 0 there is a ô > 0 such that ||e¿;,(x/)|| < e/2 whenever

xeM, e,fe P(A), and ||x|| < 1, x(e) < S, x(f) < S.
Indeed, by Proposition 3, there is a ô > 0 such that \\n(x, y)\\ < e/6 for

every x, y in the unit ball of M with ||x||T, ||y||T < ô . Then by the invariance

of m

e¿¡0(xf) = /      un(ue, xf)dm(u),
JU(A)

whence

IKov*-/")!! - /      un(ue, xf) dm(u) < e/6.
JU(A)

Similarly,

\\eÇx(xf)\\< \\en(xfu* ,uf)\\dm(u)+ \\eÇ0(xfu)\\dm(u)
JU{A) JU(A)

+ /      \\exfu*ct0(uf)\\ dm(u) <t + t + t = ^-
Ju(a) 6     6     6     2

Step II: Construction of a canonical element f in Q(H). Let {e"\i = 1, 2, ... ,

kn, n e N} be a family of projections in A with the following properties:

(a) X^,=i e" = 1 ( e" axe orthogonal for any fixed n e N );

(b) for each i, n there is a set A" such that e" = y\-C/J* e"+x ;

(c) «}" = ¿;

(d) sup{||<||t|z = l,2,...,fcj<<5n,

where <^ is the number given by Step I corresponding to en = 3||rç||/2"+1. Let

^\~nH° <m and observe that the restriction of £, to ,4 is a derivation into

£?(//) (where we identify the elements from M with their image into Q(H) ).

Let f„ 6 ß(#) be defined by f„ = E/<£>,"). " e N. {f„}„eN is a
Cauchy sequence in Q(H) since

n+l¿ ,  n+l
l^+l-^l

En+1 £ /   n+l.      v^   n£ ,   «.

En  I   v—»     n+\,C  ,   n+l. n+l £  ,   »,,
«i I 2>y    (ii(^-    )"*y    íi(«/))

jeA»

En I   v^    n+\ , o  ,   n   n+\, n+l £ ,   n
et ( 2>,  (ii (*,-*,■  )~ej it (*,-))

(continued)
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(continued)

sup
i

— sup
i

'?IE<;+Ií>;+I>k

^fe-^fe^)^(*#
< sup

i ¡r: E vT   «í«. S
n+l  1    n

<(Z)

<3||r/||/2
n+l

Here A" is the normalized Lebesgue measure on the cartesian product of a"

copies of the torus T = {z e C| \z\ = 1} , a" is the cardinality of A" . For the

last inequality we used property (d) and Step I. Since obviously \\TX\\ < ||¿¡, || <

3\\n\\, it follows that the sequence {Tn} converges to an element f in Q(H)

which has the property that ||r||<6||^||.

Let T be any element in Q(H) such that nH(T) = T and ||r|| < l\\n\\.

We define <* = £, + AdT, i = nHo^ and we obviously have ||£|| < 10||rç|| and

(AC - t])(x, y) = 0 for x or y in A . We will show now that £ is the element

we are looking for.

Step III:

ii(*) + [f„ , x] = J2 e"Jx(e"vxe")e".

Indeed,

Íl(x) + [Tn,x] = tl(x) + Tnx-xT„

/ r

=<f,(x) - Eft(«D+E*(»>?+E#»

;. r

En."  ,   i      ns   n
ert\x(erxei)ei .

Step IV. If x belongs to Ä n Af, then ¿f(x) = 0 (or, what is the same, £(x)

belongs to K(H) ).
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This follows from

||<*(x)|| = lim||¿:,(x) + [fn,x]

= lim
n—>oo

EC    n,   n      n.   n
txer(erxel)el

i. r

lim
n—>co

En o ,  n     ns   n
e¡t¡x(eixei)ei

i
ii   nÇ ,   n      nx   n¡,       n

= limsap\\eiÇl(eixei)ei\\ = 0,
n      i

where the last equality follows from Step I and assumption (d).

Step Y. For every e > 0 there is ô > 0 suchthat ||£(ex/)|| < e when x belongs

to the unit ball of M and e, f axe projections in P(A) with x(e), x(f) < ô .

To prove this let e > 0 be arbitrary, let ô > 0 be the corresponding num-

ber given by Step I, and assume x, e, f axe fixed with the properties in the

statement of Step V.

Let n0 be a natural number such that ||!fn - T\\ < e/4 for every n> n0 and,

therefore, \\[fn , x] - [f, x]\\ < e/2 for any x in M with ||x]| < 1.

Letting n big enough, we may assume that there exist two sets of indices

A, B with cardinalities a, b and such that

ieA jeB

By Step III we obtain

\\Íx(exf) + [fn,exf]\\

v—v v"-*    nt  ,   n      »,   nJ2z2ei^eixejK
ieA jEB

ieA

<ô,

jeB

<S.

< Ufe*)'*E^rE^
<i€A J£B

zZwjej\   dkA(z)dkB(w)
JeB

<uhte^l-fe^)^dkA(z)dkB(w) < -,

where A^ , kB are the normalized Lebesgue measures on the cartesian products

Ta and T , and where for the last inequality we used Step I.

Therefore ||c;>x/) + [f, x]|| < e/2 + \\[f - fn, exf]\\ < e .
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Step VI: Í(u) = 0 (or, what is the same, £(u) e K(H) if u belongs to NM(A)).

Indeed, since (A4 - n)(x, y) = 0 whenever x or y are in A, the restriction

of £ to A takes values into K(H) and since n belongs to Z2W(M, K(H)) it

follows that a£(x) = | (ax), £(xa) = £(x)a for x in M and a in A.

Consequently, for any u in NM(A), u*£(u) commutes in Q(H) with A

(since aut\(u) - u(uau*)c;(u) = u*£((uau*)u) = u*£(ua) = u*£(u)a for a in

A).
We deduce therefore that for any natural n

\u*m\\ = J2e"(u*i(u))e" sup ||e,. (u ¿i(u))ei

and the last term tends to zero when n tends to infinity. Hence u*£(u) = 0

and i(u) =0 for every u in NM(A).

The proof of the proposition is now accomplished by Remark 9.

As an obvious corollary we obtain that H2W(M, K(H)) = 0 whenever M has

diffuse center. Precisely, we have

Corollary 11. Let M ç B(H) be a finite von Neumann algebra of countable type

with diffuse center Z(M). Then for every n in ZW(M, K(H)) there is a £ in

CXJM, K(H)) such that Ac; = n and ||£|| < 10||rç||.

Proof. Applying the preceding proposition with A = Z (M) it follows that there

is { in CXW(M, B(H)) such that ||<S|| < 10||rç||, (A¿; - n)(x, y) = 0 if x and

y are in NM(A)", and ¿;(w) belongs to K(H) if u is in NM(A).

Since M is this time the linear span of NM(A), it follows that t\ has compact

values (by linearity) and At\ = r\.

5. Proof of the main result

Using Proposition 10 and the arguments from [4, proof of Theorem 3.5] we

prove that H^(M, K(H)) = 0 for a type II, factor M c B(H) with property

S with respect to H and with a Cartan subalgebra A (see §2 for the definition

of property S ).

The general result will then follow easy from this and from Corollaries 6 and

11.

Proposition 12. Let M ç B(H) be a type II, factor with property S with respect

to H and with a Cartan subalgebra A. Then for every r\ in ZW(M, K(H))

there exists t\ in CXJM, K(H)) with A£ = n and ||{|| < 10||rç||.

Proof. Let t\ be given by Proposition 10, relative to the abelian diffuse von

Neumann subalgebra A . (We have only to show that £ has compact values or,

what is the same, that £ is identically zero, where c¡ is the composition of ¿;

with the projection from B(H) onto the Calkin algebra.)
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Since NM(A))" = M it follows that A¿; = r¡ and hence that t\: M >-, Q(H) is

a derivation (since n has compact values). Moreover c¡ vanishes on GNM(A).

It remains only to prove that £ vanishes everywhere.

Suppose on the contrary that this is not the case. Similar to the arguments

in [4] it follows that there is an orthogonal sequence of nonzero projections

{/„}„ ç A and xn in fnMfn such that ||xj < 1 and ||cf(xj|| > 1. But this

obviously contradicts the continuity properties of Ç stated in Proposition 10.

For the sake of completeness we repeat here the construction of the xn's and

/„'s. Let {e"j} , i, j = 1, 2, ... , 2k", be a matrix unit for each n in N with

the following properties [11]:

(a)   e"i belongs to A, E, eu = 1 f°r eacn n Í

(ß)  e"j belongs to NM(A) for each n, i,j;

(y)  eprs is the sum of some e"¡ for every pn .

By (ß) and Proposition 10, we have that £(e"j) is zero for all n, i, j. Let

fn = e" s be any sequence of nonzero orthogonal projections in A . Moreover

M is canonically identified with M2kn(C) ® Mf (by means of e"j ); with this

identification £ becomes IM (c) ® ¿f", where ¿;" is the restriction of ¿f to

Mf - fnMf . Since ¿f ̂  0, we may suppose that ||¿f || > C, where C is the
Jn

constant arising from the property S of M. Since (by assumption S) £" is

completely bounded with ||(0||cb ^ C||i"||, it follows that there are xn in

fnMfn with Hxnll ̂ l and Û(fnxnfn)W > 1 ■ This completes the proof.

We are now able to prove our main result.

Theorem 13. Let M ç B(H) be a finite von Neumann algebra of countable type

and suppose that there is no nonzero central projection p in Z(M) such that

M is a type II, factor without property S with respect to pH or a type II,

factor without Cartan subalgebra.

Then HW(M, K(H)) — 0 and moreover for every n in ZW(M, K(H)) there

exists c; in CXW(M, K(H)) such that AC = n, ||¿;|| < 43\\n\\.

Proof. There exists a sequence {/>„}„eN Q Z(M) of nonzero orthogonal projec-

tions with sum 1 suchthat Mpx has diffuse center and {Mpn}n>2 is a factor.

By hypothesis it follows that Mpn for n > 2 is a type II, factor with property

S relative to pnH and with a Cartan subalgebra, or it follows that Mpn is a

finite-dimensional factor.

By Corollaries 6 and 11 and by Proposition 12 we deduce that for every n in

N and for every rjn in Z¿(A/^ , K(pnH)) there exists £„ in CXW(MK , K(pnH))

such that At;n = r\n and ||<¡; || < 10||rç||. Hence by Corollary 8 we obtain that for

every n in Z2W(M, K(H)) there exists £ in CXW(M, K(H)) such that Ac; = n

and ||i||<43W.
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Corollary 14. If M is a type II, factor with property Y and with Cartan subalge-

bra, or if M is finite, of countable type with diffuse center, then Hw(M, K(H)) =

0.
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